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Intro
The Oat Foundry Picture Flap can be controlled via our custom Picture Flap Web App, which

allows you to send artboard sequences to the sign in real time, set up a series of sequences,

and create a schedule for your board throughout the day, week, or month.  The Web App also

allows for custom MQTT integration so your sign can pull from real-time data of your

choosing or interact with another device like a touchscreen or camera.

The Web App is structured so that you can schedule different sequences down to the minute

you’d like them to appear on your Picture Flap.  Just like a playlist of your favorite songs, these

sequences are a collection of your own artboards which have been curated and saved as part

of sequences in your repository.  The scheduling function allows you to determine which

sequences are grouped together and when they will be displayed at the selected date and

time.  Each sequence is made up of different artboards which you can think of as the

different slides of a Powerpoint.  Put these artboards (or slides) together and you get a

sequence which you can then add to your schedule. Mix and match different modules from

different artboards to create even more unique content.

Here’s a visual depiction of how all of these features work to allow you to build out

sequencing for your Picture Flap:
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Part 1 – Home Page / Queue

When you first arrive at your Web App, you’ll see your queue of artboards on the home page.

The largest display will tell you what’s currently on the board, and the next few artboards in

the string are previewed to the right.  The Web App will show how much time is left on the

current artboard, as well as provide the option to skip that artboard, moving on to the next

artboard in the currently scheduled sequence.  If this is your first visit to the Web App, you

probably don’t have too much in your queue on the home page yet (aside from some stock

content we pre-loaded).
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Part 2 – Creating & Saving Sequences

Select “Create New” on the Main Menu.  All of your content creation and content editing will

take place on this page.  In the center of the page is a rendering of your Picture Flap.  You’ll

use this editable series of boxes to create each Artboard. To the left of your editable Picture

Flap rendering is the “film strip.”  Similar to Google Slides or Powerpoint, this is where you’ll

see each of your Artboards in the order they’ll appear in your Sequence.  When first clicking

on “Create New” the modal to select an art board will appear.

A Sequence is a series of Artboards, like a Powerpoint is a series of Slides.
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The Toolbar

Insert a new Artboard or saved Sequence from your Repository

Undo & Redo

Artboard Selector

Fill Board (with selected Artboard)

Settings for Artboard Delay & Animations
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When creating new content, you will mainly toggle between the Insert and Artboard Selector

palette tool and the main board.

Artboard Selector and Unique Artboard Creation

The modal/popup for selecting an Artboard will appear every time you insert (click on the

plus button) or click on the palette tool.  When inserting a new artboard, you will have the

option to select from any available stock Artboard to add to the Sequence.  Once added, this

Artboard will be your base layer that you can modify (or go back to).  You can use the

Artboard Selector palette tool to modify individual modules with any other stock Artboard to

create an entirely new Artboard within the Sequence.

For example, if we start with adding the following Artboard, Artboard number three;
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By selecting the Artboard Selector palette tool we could reformat the right half of the board

to display a different stock Artboard.  Clicking the palette tool, selecting Artboard 5, and

painting the right half of the board gives us the following unique Artboard:

To revert back to the base layer, you could simply click on the same module to go back to the

base layer.  Any time the palette tool is selected again, it will set the current board as the new

base layer, from there you can continue to add stock Artboards to create endless

combinations for more and more unique Artboards.

Click the plus button again to add another Artboard to build out your Sequence.  You can also

choose to add all stock Artboards, or add Artboards from a different Sequence that has

already been saved.
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Move Artboards within a Sequence

There are two ways to move an Artboard once it has been added or

created within a Sequence.  One way is using the default Film Strip.  On

the film strip, you can see a small preview of how each board will

appear.  The yellow bar indicates which Artboard is currently selected. It

should match with what appears on your large Picture Flap rendering

in the center of the screen.  Once selected, you can right click to delete

or duplicate that Artboard.

The order of Artboards in the film strip is the order in which they’ll

appear when you send the Sequence to your Picture Flap.  Rearrange

the order by dragging and dropping the Artboards within the film strip.
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Alternatively, you can drag and drop Artboards to rearrange by toggling to Grid mode. This is

particularly useful when dealing with a large number of Artboards.

Pop-up Notifications for Instructions

As you start interacting with the Create New Sequence

page, you’ll see blue pop-up messages appear toward

the bottom of your screen. These notifications contain

helpful tips.

Once you’re familiar enough with the Web App, you

may decide you no longer need these tips.  To hide

them, select the “Hide Notifications” checkbox.  Or visit

the Settings page and disable the notifications there.
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Screen Settings

Use the gear icon to open up the Screen Settings panel. Here you’ll find the settings for the

Screen’s timing and Animations.

● Artboard Duration: How long do you want this Artboard to stay up on your Picture

Flap? Enter the minutes and/or seconds here.

● Animation Type: How do you want to arrive at this Artboard? Select one of our 20+

options such as Snake, Matrix, and Spiral.

● Spin: If “Spin” is not checked, the Picture Flap will take the path of least resistance to

get from one Artboard to the next.  Only the flaps that need to change will rotate. If

“Spin” is checked, all flaps will rotate even if they do not have to change.  This will

have a better result for your Animations if your Artboards aren’t too different from

each other.

● Animation Duration: How quickly do you want the animation to run? Set the time it

takes to get to this Artboard using the Animation Duration slider.
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At the bottom of your film strip, you’ll see an estimate for the timing of your entire Sequence.

This total time adds up each Artboard Duration and each Animation Duration for the

Sequence.

Name and Save

Click on the Sequence title to give it a new name. Don’t forget to Save!

Instant Sequence

The “Instant Sequence” button is a good way to preview your sequence.  Clicking this button

will send the entire sequence, as it currently stands, to your Picture Flap for a one-time run

through.  This can help you test out the Animations and see if your timing is set up in a way

that works for you.
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If you’d like the Artboards in the sequence to repeat, rather than just playing through once,

the Sequence will need to be scheduled.

Part 3 – Repository

The Repository houses your library of saved Sequences. These Sequences are listed out here

for you under the name they’ve been saved as.  As you start to develop your saved content,

you can use the various sorting options on this page to help you: sort Sequences into

alphabetical, reverse alphabetical, or chronological order.  You can also search for a Sequence

name.

Use the Star icon to the right of the Sequence name to give priority to your favorite

Sequences.  Favorited Sequences will always appear at the top of the sorted list.
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To the left of each Sequence name, click the white boxes to select many Sequences at a time

then select the Trash icon to delete them.  Click on the Sequence name to rename it, or click

on the Pencil icon to edit the Sequence.  This will open the Sequence on the Create New

page.

Use the “+” button to create a new Sequence, or select “Create New” on the Main Menu.

The Play button to the far right of each Sequence is an “instant sequence” feature.  Clicking

this button will send that Sequence to the Picture Flap immediately and it will show each

Artboard in that Sequence one time. If you’d like the Artboards in the Sequence to repeat,

rather than just playing through once, the Sequence will need to be scheduled.

Part 4 – Scheduling
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View Formats

The Schedule page is designed similar to a digital calendar, where Sequences can be added

like events.

In the upper right corner, select the view you’d prefer to use: Month, Week or Day. If you’d like

to schedule Sequences hourly, Week or Day is the best view to do so.  You can always use the

“Today” button in the top left to return to today’s date in the calendar.

Adding a Sequence to the Schedule

To begin scheduling a Sequence, click on a timeslot or use the “+” button in the top left.  This

will open up the scheduling details modal.  Select the Sequence you’d like to add to the

schedule using the dropdown list (this is pulling from your Sequence Repository).  Edit the

start date and start time on the left, and the end date and end time on the right.  This start

and end functionality is the same as a meeting invite or event you might schedule in your

typical calendar/email platform.  Once the timing is entered, you’ll see an update for

estimated Duration and Cycles next to the Sequence you selected.  Each Sequence takes a

certain amount of time to complete the display of all Artboards, depending on how many

Artboards are in the Sequence and how the timing of those Artboards are set.  When

selecting your schedule time, this calculation will tell you how many repeats of your

Sequences you can expect to see in that timeframe.
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Here’s an example:

You’re scheduling your saved Sequence “Welcome to Oat Foundry.”  This Sequence contains

5 Artboards.  Each Artboard has a total duration of 2 minutes, so completing the entire

Sequence will take 10 minutes.  If you schedule “Welcome to Oat Foundry” for 30 minutes,

your Picture Flap will be able to complete the run of 5 Artboards 3 times.

Note: if your Sequence is longer than the timeslot in the schedule, you will not see all

Artboards in that Sequence appear on the Picture Flap.

Repeating Events

If you’d like to have Sequences scheduled for multiple days, use the “does not repeat”

dropdown to select from Daily, Weekly, Weekdays, Monthly and Annually.  This works well for

pushing content on the hour, annual sequencing, and more.

Rescheduling

If you need to move a scheduled Sequence to another time, you can either:

1. Click on the event to open up the scheduling modal. Edit the start and end dates and

times. Make sure you select “Save Changes.”

2. Drag the saved event to a new time. You can use this to extend the event’s end time or

move the event to a new timeslot.

To delete a scheduled event, click on the event and select “Delete” in the modal.

Overlapping Sequences

If you have two or more sequences scheduled to run during

the same day and time, then the sequence that was scheduled

first will finish it’s final artboard and transition to the next

sequence that is set to run during that time period. Any

subsequent sequences scheduled during this same time will

be completed in the order in which they were added to the

schedule.  For the first iteration of the second, overlapping

sequence, the sequence with the new start time (the second

sequence) will show on the board as soon as the artboard in
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the first sequence being displayed at that time has ended.  In the example at the right, if

“Specials-January” has a 10 second long artboard running from 2:29:55PM to 2:30:05PM, then

the “HappyHour” sequence will not start until 2:30:05PM.

Part 5 – Settings

The Settings page is organized by the submenu on the left:  User; General; Integrations and

MQTT.

User

From here you can set your preferred way to display the time, default is 12 hour AM/PM

format.  The “Hide Tooltips” option will disable the blue pop-up notifications on the Create
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New page.  When checked, you will no longer receive these notifications.  This User Guide

can also be downloaded from this page.

General

Under “General” you’ll find 2 default settings for your Create New page.  Here, you can set

Default Animation time and Default Artboard Duration time in seconds. For more on what

these 2 settings impact, review the Animations Settings panel on the Create New page.

Set your timezone here.  This will impact the current date/time integrations.

A “Download Logs” button can be found on this page, which can be helpful when diagnosing

with our support team.  Additionally, a “Reboot” button can be found at the bottom of the

settings page, which will remotely reset the sign, also helpful when assessing potential

connectivity issues.  Be mindful that if you reboot the sign, the web app will be temporarily

unavailable while the sign reboots!

The last option on this page allows you to download a backup of all your saved data, including

saved sequences and scheduled events.

MQTT Customization

Finally, if you’re interested in connecting your Picture Flap to the outside world’s data you can

utilize the MQTT functionality – this requires some technical knowledge to pull off!  Begin by

populating the MQTT IP Address/ Hostname, the Port, and the Topic for the Picture Flap to

subscribe to.  You can then enable an MQTT Username & Password functionality or Certificate

Authentication functionality.  Once all information is entered into the username and

password boxes or uploaded to the certificate file locations, select to enable whichever

security feature you’d like.  Then, select “Enable MQTT” and finally “Update MQTT Info” to

ensure the latest info is correctly entered.  If you are having trouble setting up an MQTT

integration or having your API talk to our Picture Flap via MQTT – feel free to reach out and

we can help walk  you through it.
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Part 6 – User Portals

If you’re an Admin for your Picture Flap Web App, you’ll have

access to the User Portal page. Visit this page by clicking on

the person icon in the top right corner and selecting

“Manage Users.”  When your Picture Flap first arrives, it will

have a generic “admin” user with a generic “admin”

password - this user should be deleted once you have used it

to set up your other users.
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Add New User

If you’d like to grant access for someone else to be

able to use your Picture Flap Web App, you can

give them their own log-in credentials by selecting

“Add a new user.”  In the modal, decide what

permissions you’d like this person to have.

“Read” is a view-only setting. If “Read” is selected,

that user can view Sequences or view Schedules

but not make any edits to that content.

“Write” permissions allow someone to create and

edit content on the Create New page or on the

Schedule.

When “Admin” is selected, that user will have read and write access for all pages of the Web

App, as well as user management privileges.

When the user is first added, their password will be changeme. They should use the “Change

Password” button, accessible from the profile dropdown-menu in the top right.

Edit a User’s Permissions

To edit a user’s permissions, select their name on the list of users.

When a user is selected, they will have a red highlight to the left of their name.  Adjust the

toggles for that person on the right under Permissions. Changes will automatically be saved.
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Part 7 – Mobile
If you’re using a smartphone or tablet to control your Web App, there are a few differences

from what is described above. We break down these differences by page:

Create New Page

- Right-clicking: all actions that involve right clicking are not available on mobile. This

means that deleting and duplicating artboards is not available. (Caveat:

Duplicating/deleting is possible on Android. Simply press-and-hold on an Artboard to

bring up the context menu.)

- Painting Artboards (changing modules): on mobile, you cannot click and drag in order

to paint; each box must be clicked individually.

Schedule Page

- Event dragging: dragging/stretching events is still possible on mobile. Simply press

and hold on an event, and these options will be enabled until you click off.

- Event creation: as on desktop, you can click and drag on the schedule in order to

create new events. However, you have to press-and-hold for a second before this

behavior is enabled, otherwise you’ll simply scroll.
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Part 8 – Frequently Asked Questions

A module is not rotating, what do I do?

If your Picture Flap was just recently installed, it is possible that one of the power or data

cables was not properly connected.  Refer back to the install/setup guide to confirm proper

connection of all wiring to and from the module that is not rotating.  If the wiring is correct

and the board has already been rebooted and is still not rotating when given commands

from the Web App, reach out to us directly via the support page on the Web App.

I want to send something to the board instantly, what’s the quickest way to do it?

The quickest way to show something on the sign is to go to the “Create New” page, add in

what artboard you want to see, then select “Instant Sequence”.  You can also instantly

interject other saved sequences from the “Repository” page even while your schedule is

running.

When I select “Instant Sequence” nothing happens. What gives?

The connection to the sign may have been interrupted. Reboot the sign via the settings

page.  If after a reboot the Web App is still usable but the commands are not reflected on the

sign, check your network settings to assess any potential permissions issues.

I have some Artboards I’d like to save to use across different Sequences, what’s the best

way to do this?

We recommend setting aside a Sequence with a unique name (so you won’t accidentally

delete it!) and store your frequently used Artboards in there.  Then, when you have a new

Sequence that you want to use one of those Artboards in, just click the “+” and select “Insert

Sequence” and find your unique Sequence name.  Then go in and delete out any Artboards

you don’t want.
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I have a Sequence scheduled during the correct time period but nothing is showing up

on the Picture Flap.  What happened to my Sequences?

Double check the time zone in the settings.  If the time zone is correctly selected (and your

schedule has a Sequence with Artboards in it!) – then reboot the sign via the settings page.  If

after a reboot the Web App is still usable but the commands are not reflected on the sign,

reach out to us directly.

After rebooting the sign I’m left on a blank webpage – what happened?

Because the Picture Flap is hosting the Web App itself, when you reboot the sign it may take

a minute before you can access the Web App again. Just hit refresh on the page about 30

seconds after you reboot.

My Picture Flap is collecting some dust – what’s the best way to clean it?

A microfiber cloth and some water should do the trick – be sure to turn off the Picture Flap

before wiping it down and wet the cloth only, do not spray liquid on the Picture Flap!  If you

dislodge one of the flaps while wiping down, you can simply re-insert the tabs into the

corresponding holes of the adjacent wheels.

Nothing is working, what do I do?

If the Web App won’t show up that likely means the Picture Flap is not connected to the

network or your device is not connected to the same network as the Picture Flap.  Check all

of your network settings first!  This is the most common source, and one we have no control

over!  Once you’ve confirmed the network is just fine, and the sign is getting reliable power –

call us at the number above to go through some more in-depth troubleshooting.
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